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Benefits of 
multimedia glossing

- Eliminates the need for a dictionary

- Provides in-text definitions for words

- Does not interrupt the learner's reading process

- Reduces the amount of time and effort the learner must spend

when searching for definitions

- Helps readers avoid making incorrect inferences

- Aids in text comprehension and vocabulary acquisition

Text comprehension

Vocabulary development

Research findings
- Different studies were conducted at San Diego State University and

the University of Western Ontario

- The results from both studies were similar

- Multimedia glossing positively affected students when acquiring

a second language

- Helped with text comprehension and vocabulary development

- Aided in keeping the attention of students which is crucial

while learning a new language

- Combination glossing proved to be the most beneficial in

understanding new words and the overall meaning of the text

the science behind it
- Multimedia glossing is:

- Interactive              - Learner-oriented            - Context-based

- Involves two channels of acquiring knowledge:

- Visual-pictorial

- Auditory-verbal

Key takeaways & next steps
- A combination of text and audio, text and video, or text and picture

is the most helpful type of multimedia glossing when acquiring a new

language as opposed to single glossing (i.e. text-only)

- Results still depend on the effort put in by the learner

- Learning preference and style play a large role in use of multimedia

glossing

- Multimedia glossing is an effective tool when learning a new

language and should be incorporated into curriculum
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